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Agenda

DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

What is it? Why has it become 

everybody’s strategy? What 

role does enterprise IT play?

ZERO-TRUST 

ARCHITECTURE - ZTA

Why DT requires a new security 

model. ZTA essential principles. 

The new perimeter.

INTEGRATED IDENTITY 

(IID)

IID for security. IID for agility. 

Architecture and top-level 

functional requirements. 

Business impact opportunities.
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Kuppingercole Services

Practical Content and Services on Identity & Access, Cybersecurity and Artificial Intelligence

Executive 

Views
Analyst

Briefings

Advisory 

Projects
eLearning

Leadership 

Compasses
Virtual 

Events
Conferences Meetups

Identity & Access

Cybersecurity

Artificial Intelligence



Digital Transformation

Business Initiatives, Digital Technologies
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Digitize current processes for efficiency – OK

Re-engineer processes of current business, 

using new technologies – Better

Build a new business to exploit opportunity for 

disruption – Best



Key Enabling
Technologies

Compelling
Drivers of
Change

Essential 
Capabilities for

Success

Digital 
Transformation

Digital Transformation

A Confluence of Drivers and Enablers of Accelerating Change

Many new  business opportunites

Sophisticated cyber attacks 

Growing compliance risk

Required support for mobility

Distributed operations 

Digitally enabled disrupters

Worldwide digital competitors

Agility

Cyber-Security

Innovativeness

Cloud and XaaS

Big Data

IoT and Ubiquitous Sensors

AI & Robotics

5G and mobility

Smart manufacturing, new materials

& others like quantum approaching

“There is no alternative to 

digital transformation. 

Visionary companies will 

carve out new strategic 

options for themselves —

those that don’t adapt, 

will fail.” 

- Jeff Bezos, Amazon
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Agility

Agility is the ability to deploy or reconfigure digital capability in 

support of business opportunities or to respond to new threats--and 

to do it quickly, with minimal disruption to operations, and cost-

efficiently.

Cyber-Security

As the business is increasingly digitized, cyber-security becomes an 

existential issue for the enterprise. If there are costly or high-profile 

breaches, senior management will be looking right at the CIO. This 

makes the security of the enterprise’s information assets and 

key business processes the CIO’s top priority. 

Innovativeness

Finding high-value DT opportunities always requires the synthesis of 

business vision and technology possibilities. Business units are 

expert on technologies unique to their products, but corporate IT 

brings a lot to the table as well: expertise on general-purpose digital 

tech, cyber-security,  enterprise owned and contracted assets, 

policies and plans.   

Unfortunately, traditional perimeter-based 

cyber-security models won’t work in the 

distributed digital enterprise!   

Where can 

Corporate IT 

Contribute to 

Digital 

Transformation?

Digital transformation is led by 

business, but IT is positioned 

to strengthen the essential 

corporate capabilities for DT 

success, as well as the cost-

effectiveness of enterprise 

technology spending. 



Digitization Breaks the

Static Security Perimeter

A typical enterprise’s infrastructure has grown 

increasingly complex. . .[and] outstripped 

legacy methods of perimeter-based network 

security as there is no single, easily identified 

perimeter for the enterprise. Perimeter-based 

network security has also been shown to be 

insufficient since once attackers breach the 

perimeter, further lateral movement is 

unhindered.  - NIST 

Network Perimeter Model 

Assumptions No Longer Apply
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Users Inside The Perimeter

Perimeter security model assumes almost all users 

are connected to the network segment behind the 

perimeter. In the digital enterprise (DE) most users 

connect from outside, through the perimeter.  

Implicit Trust

The perimeter model assumes users on the 

protected segment are trusted and have access to 

all resources on the segment. The DE absolutely 

requires fine-grained access control.  

Relatively Simple and Stable

The perimeter model was designed for a few 

protected network segments with limited 

interaction across segments. The DE has 

distributed resources and users and must apply 

consistent enterprise security and access policy.  



NIST Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA) – August 2020

A Good Technology-Neutral Summary of Principles and Implementation Approaches 

ZTA
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All data and services  

protected

All communications 

secured

Access re-

evaluated for each 

resource request

Access based on policy 

using current attributes of 

user, resource and 

connection context

User device security 

status evaluated as 

part of connection 

context

Event-driven re-

evaluation of access 

decision

Network activity and 

status data analyzed 

to tune access policies

Principles



Zero-Trust Secures the Distributed Digital Enterprise
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Users Anywhere

Users and protected resources can be 

anywhere, since authorized access is 

established per transaction on encrypted 

channels between user and resource.   

No Implicit Trust

Enforces least-privilege access per 

resource, down to record or even data-

element level, applying consistent policy 

and real-time attribute data. Supports 

compliance reporting

Manages Change and 

Complexity

Security, privacy and business access 

policies can be promulgated across the 

enterprise regardless of location and 

number of resources protected. 



Zero-Trust Enables the Business Benefits of Digital 

Transformation

Correctly implemented, a Zero Trust 
Strategy

• Reduces the possibility of compromise by
bad actors

• Eases any migration to cloud

• Delivers greater flexibility for staff

• Enables new ways of working

• Enables easier access to 3rd parties and 
JV partners

• Delivers faster implementation of new
business initiatives

• Provides a reduction in complexity

• Gives overall cost savings



A Rude Reminder: Stuff Happens, Ready or Not

The scramble to enable „true“ remote 
working

• The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted 60% of
enterprises to accelerate their Zero Trust networking
strategies
Enterprise Management Associates, Aug 2020

• Two years-worth of digital transformation in the first
two months of the COVID-19 pandemic
Microsoft survey of nearly 800 business leaders

• The pandemic pushed 37% of organizations to
increase adoption of Zero Trust
Deloitte

• The coronavirus outbreak and the work-from-home
model obliterated a secure perimeter
John Flynn, CISO Uber



Reality Checklist

Business units are already shredding the perimeter 
with shadow IT; management won’t support 
stopping them

There is no ZTA-in-a-Box (despite vendor hype) 

ZTA is a design approach based on a set of 

principles, not a product. 

Pre-requisite steps—asset inventory, risk analysis, 

and access policy decisions – require hard-to-get 

business and executive attention 

Implementing ZTA is a major project. Before and 

even after all assets are covered, firewalls are 

needed to filter ports/protocols, anti-virus, etc



ZTA‘s Core Is Identity and Access Management

“ . . . the focus [of ZTA] is on authentication, authorization, 

and shrinking implicit trust zones . . . Access rules are made 

as granular as possible to enforce least privileges needed 

to perform the action in the request.” – NIST SP 800-207

Identity is the new perimeter, but 

it’s secure only if it is complete

Very few organizations have the 

basic foundation of ZTA: 

integrated identity information

AI tools and threat-intelligence 

services are supplements, not 

substitutes

Until IAM-based security is in 

place, the hard choice is slower 

digitization or more loss to cyber-

attacks



ZTA & Digital Transformation: 

Key Benefits Sought From IAM

For ZTA Security

• Location independence

• Minimal implicit trust

For Digital Transformation 

• Location independence

• Agility

• Consistent policy

• Everything on-line

• Efficiency



Integrated Identity: A Digital Enterprise Keystone

“For a zero trust enterprise to operate, the [IAM system] 

must have knowledge of enterprise subjects.” – NIST

Definition: Integrated Identity
• A database containing a comprehensive, 

current list of subjects (human users and 

NPEs) 

• authorized for any access to an enterprise-

controlled digital resource,

• plus associated attributes required to 

determine appropriate access to specific 

resources,

• which provides this information to all PDPs 

that protect enterprise resources.

Or simply:

→ A single Source of Truth 

About Users of Enterprise 

Resources



• Consistent policy

• Overall visibility

• Asset and initiative synergies

The Architecture of Integrated Identity

• Local-driven updates

• Diverse apps/ environments

• Improved resilience

Integrated Identity Must Be Logically Centralized But Physically Distributed

Central Control Distributed Operations



Integrated Identity: Functional Requirements

Implementing the Centralized/Decentralized Architecture

Integrated 
Identity

ID Data 
Modeling

Component
Interface 
Toolbox

ID Data 
Synch

DB 
Performance

Fast, resilient, 

scalable, secure

Automatically maintain 

current, consistent profile of 

each user across the 

enterprise, flexible two-way 

synchronization

Flexible attribute schema 

for fine-grained policy-

based access control, data 

transformation on ingest 

and output, data source 

schema extraction

Quick setup of connections 

to data sources, consuming 

apps and satellite IDPs



Business Impact Opportunities

Enabled by Integrated Identity
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Merger? Pandemic? No 

problem!
Leverage users’ attributes to reconfigure  

accesses enterprise-wide quickly and 

efficiently by changing policies

One-stop ID data for 

analytics and 

compliance reporting
Query the  comprehensive logically 

centralized identity data store for 

analytics and compliance reporting

Implement ZTA principles
Restrict attackers’ lateral movement within 

broad implicit-trust zones with attribute-

based access control

Ease transition to 

hybrid & multi-cloud  
Use schema discovery and two-

way synch to add and automatically 

maintain consistent access policies 

for assets hosted in different 

environments 



Related Research

Sample Research Provided by Kuppingercole on the Topic of this Webinar

Survey
State of Organizations: Does Their IAM 

Meet Their Needs in the Age of Digital 

Transformation? - 74003

ADVISORY NOTE
Why High-Profile Digital Transformation 

Initiatives Fail: How to do better -

80289

MARKET COMPASS
Digital Workplace Delivery Platforms

LEADERSHIP Brief
Leadership Brief: Monetizing the Digital 

Transformation - 72015
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ZTA and IAM

1.

2.



The Foundations for a Modern IAM System

• Modern IAM systems must support:

1. The latest access management protocols and security practice (federation, SSO, 
smart authorization) 

2. Automated access and governance controls to mitigate the risk of a security breach 
and enforce compliance and regulations, along with the most efficient workflow and 
provisioning 

3. The transition to a hybrid world where identity and resources are shared and 
synchronized between on-premises and cloud deployments  

• But to prepare for an optimal deployment of these initiatives, you need a 
foundation built on an integrated, normalized identity and directory 
infrastructure. Such a service can integrate and rationalize identity from across 
diverse data stores to provide one common, authoritative and infinitely 
reusable identity hub to drive all initiatives, from tactical to strategic.



The World of Access is Expanding

Identity is the New Perimeter 



The Emergence of the Cloud: The New Landscape is Full of 

Opportunity but will Compound the Challenges



RadiantOne: The Foundation for a Zero Trust Identity Architecture (ZTA)

1. Securely accelerating interoperability and eliminating identity integration as the key bottleneck for a secured and collaborative enterprise
2. Single pane of glass to deliver Identity-centric views based on existing/new mission requirements

3. Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, SOAP

Single Pane of Glass to Deliver Context-Driven Identity Data for Every Current/Future Mission Requirement



The Identity Infrastructure Requirements for 

Modern Access Management



The Challenge of a Fragmented Distributed Identity System



Federation Only Federates Access (SSO)… How About the Identity Part?



Identity Architecture for an IdP

Typically, the area 
IDaaS (Okta) focuses on



Cloud Directories Associated with IDaaS

• Values:

– The value of a cloud directory is to share identity beyond your data center.

– Hosting a directory on the cloud brings operational efficiencies.

• Limitations:

– These advantages are only available to applications that support these new 

protocols or API’s. 

– The rest of your existing identity infrastructure cannot benefit from having 

access to this cloud directory

• Identities you’d like to access and share, independent of location.



Creating a Hub for Traditional WAM and IDaaS

Legacy Web Applications Cloud Applications

LDAP

Legacy Portal/WAM

Internal Identity System

Universal Directory

Virtualized IDaaS
• API to LDAP (directory)

• Cloud Directory proxy

Internal LDAP Apps

IDaaS/IdP/Federation



Value for RadiantOne with Okta

• Virtualize Okta, enabling legacy applications to leverage it too.

• What justifies virtualizing Okta universal directory?

– If you need to bridge across two systems in order to share services

• Okta for federation (cloud)

• Legacy Web Access Management (on premise)

– Your legacy WAM system can then provide access to users in Okta

– Future proof your Identity Management investments 



The Identity Infrastructure Requirements for 

Identity Governance and Administration



Identity Services Working in Concert

Organizational view
Geographical view

CONSUMING
APPLICATIONS

VIRTUALIZATION LAYER

DATA
SOURCES

Business Structure View 
(M&A)

Identity Services API

WAM, Federation, API Gateway, etc…

Other Directory or 
Identity Repository

Normalized
Shared View

Identity 
Orchestration 
Service

Identity 
Aggregation 
Service

Virtualized 
Aggregated 

ViewAuthentication 
Service

Authorization 
Service

SaaS Application



Identity Aggregation – Dynamic View Generation

Organizational view

Geographical view

Directories Applications
Databases Web Services

CONSUMING
APPLICATIONS

VIRTUALIZATION
LAYER

DATA
SOURCES

Business Structure View 
(M&A)



Identity Orchestration – Sharing Changes

CONSUMING
APPLICATIONS

VIRTUALIZATION 
LAYER

DATA
SOURCES

Normalized shared view

Join Engine

Directories Applications Databases Web Services Devices

Persisted view

“Connectors”



Example/Illustration with SailPoint IGA:

SailPoint Pulls info from FID, which Acts as an Integration Connector

AD AD SQL Applications APILDAP



RadiantOne virtualizing SailPoint IdentityIQ SCIM API for Access 

Management applications 



Linking and Syncing to the Cloud



Progressive Identity Integration for the Cloud is Required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP/Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud directory/storage or cloud 

applications

1. Access: proprietary (ex CA 
SiteMinder) or standards-
based (Federation)

2. Provisioning and syncing

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

Federated Identity Layer?

AD
LDAP



Provisioning and Syncing Identities to the Cloud with RadiantOne

Legacy Web Applications Cloud Applications

AD LDAP

Application Layer

Federated Identity and 

Directory Service (FID)

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

Syncing and Provisioning

Cloud Directories/IDaaS



Secure Access for All Users, all Applications and all Environments, 

Provided by a Best-In-Class Solution



Takeaways

• Using a best-in-class solution that includes a federated identity and directory 

service ensures:

– Secure access to all applications and data

– No code integration required between technologies 

– Continuous governance, audit and response 

– Accelerate path to compliance and operational standards

• It facilitates digital transformation, providing enterprises, agencies and 

organizations the convenience of unified access and single sign-on with the 

needed control of identity governance.



Questions, Comments?  

For More Information: Complimentary Resource

• “RadiantOne: Identity Integration for Zero-Trust and Digital 

Transformation”

https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/report-kuppingercole-identity-integration-for-zero-trust-and-digital-transformation/


Thank You!

Next Webinar: “Using a Federated Identity and Directory Service to Simplify Cloud 

Access and Identity Governance and Administration (IGA)”

• Thursday April 8, 2021

• 11 AM PT / 2 PM ET

• www.radiantlogic.com/webinars
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